
YCSPCA VOLUNTEERS AT HANOVER PETSMART
luvkatz@embarqmail.com

ADOPTIONS:
Maybelline – July 5                   Mister Underfoot July 12              Miss Sara – July 21         

Adoption updates:
Ketchup, Tommy and Christofurr – new photos posted on her photo site (under adopted) – her 
mommy sent “Hope all is well with you, Woody, and all of the wonderful volunteers.  Take care!”  CJ 
who we knew as Tommy seems to like his new sister.  There is also an updated photo of Spencer who 
we knew as Christofurr in his photo site.

Monet – is now called Tyson.  His mommy sent an adoption followup form and says that Monet is 
doing very well and it is wonderful to see an animal thrive in a loving home.  She also stated “keep up 
the good work”.

We Welcome these kitties:

We Welcome New Volunteers:
Jordan B.
Deanna M.

New Happenings:
Thanks to the Hanover Evening Sun for the article July 14, 2012 that they did for the York County 
SPCA cats at Hanover PetSmart.  They did a wonderful job in describing the cats that were in the room 
and their desires to find a new home.

Posting “volunteer votes” on selected cats window cards.  These are designed to let the public know 
that we have special cats.  One cannot know their personalities just by looking at them through the 
window.  Thanks to Steve for making the adorable cat templates to post.  These can be found in the 
adoption table.

KUDOS to Carol for creating the Facebook page for the cats.  Great job !!!  They can be found on 
Ycspca Cat Adoptions at Petsmart Hanover 

There are also some videos on YouTube highlighting some of the antics within the cat room.  I have 
linked these videos to cats' photo sites but they can also be seen by searching joluvskatz on YouTube. 
Wonder why the picnic kitties are in so many of them ?
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UPCOMING EVENTS:
Pizza get together at Brothers Pizza York St (old Mac's ice cream) on July 29th at 6pm.  All volunteers 
and their families are invited.  Pizza and drinks taken care of.  Please email jo at
luvkatz@embarqmail.com on how many are attending or sign up at 
https://www.keepandshare.com/doc/4320189/brothers-pizza-july-29th-at-6pm (click on Brothers Pizza 
then in the next window click on edit and enter your information).  Feel free to bring prospective 
volunteers !!!
 

REMINDERS:
Steph has been doing a great job with the schedule !  There are still several red times that need to be 
filled in.  Thanks to everyone for covering as many times as you can.
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